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BY
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1. Let A be a closed point-separating subalgebra of C(X) containing the

constants, where X is a compact Hausdorff space. MA will denote the space of

multiplicative linear functionals <p on A, and to each such <p we associate its kernel

A9. The Av are precisely the maximal ideals of A.

Under certain hypotheses, it is known that analytic discs can be embedded in

MA. Wermer [Wl] showed that if A is a Dirichlet algebra on X, then each Gleason

part of A is either a single point or an analytic disc. Hoffman [H] then generalized

Wermer's result to logmodular algebras. Finally Lumer [L] observed that the

conclusion is really "local": if 9? has a unique representing measure on X, then the

part for A containing <p consists either of <p alone or of an analytic disc.

Our objective in this paper is to take the weakest of these possible hypotheses,

namely Lumer's, and show that in a broader sense the analytic disc at <p, if there is

one, really does account for all the analytic structure at <p. Specifically, we show

that all the bounded derivations and higher "derivatives" of A at <p are just

differentiations with respect to the analytic structure of the analytic disc.

2. All measures will be regular Borel measures on X; they will be nonnegative

real-valued unless they are called complex, in which case they will be complex-

valued.

Let <p e MA. Then there is a measure p representing <p, i.e., <p(f)=(fdp for all

fe A. If there is only one such measure, we will say that <p satisfies condition (U)

(for unique). Lumer [L] has shown that condition (U) guarantees the validity of

essentially all the logmodular theory of Hoffman's paper [H, §§4-6] as applied

to <p. We use this fact freely in the sequel. We shall require two additional facts

based on Lumer's paper.

Theorem 1. Suppose <p e MA and p is a measure representing q>. Then <p satisfies

(U) if and only if p satisfies (U') § u dp. = sup {Re <p(f) :feA, Re (f) S u} for all
u e CR(X).

Proof. This result is, even strongly generalized, quite familiar (see, for example,
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[A]). Clearly (U')=>(U), since if v were a second measure representing 99 we would

have for all u e CR(X)

ju dp = sup {Re ?(/) : fe A, Re (/) ^ u}

= sup |JRe (f) dv : fe A, Re (/) ^ i/|

g ft/ c/v ̂  inf | |*Re (/) dv : fe A, Re (/) ä Mj

= inf {Re 99(F) : /e ¿, Re (/) à «} = ju dp,

hence J udv = § udp.

Conversely, suppose (LT) is false and select ueCR(X) such that §udp>a

= sup {Re 99(F) : fe A, Re (/) ^ w}. Define a (real) linear functional 7 on the (real)

subspace of CR(X) spanned by Re (A) and u, setting 7(Re (/) + ru) = Re 99(F) + r«.

It is easily seen that 7 is a positive functional, hence has norm 7(1)= 1. Then one

finds a measure v representing 7, i.e., v represents 93 and ¡udv = a. This last

equality shows that v^p, hence (U) fails to hold.    □

Recall that the relation 99~99'o|J99-99'IU«<2 is an equivalence relation on points

of MA, and the equivalence classes are the (Gleason) parts for A (see for example

[H, §7]). We denote the part containing 99 by P„. The following fact is not actually

necessary, but may make it easier for the reader to justify our use of some of

Hoffman's results ; combined with the aforementioned validity of §4-6 of Hoffman's

paper, it immediately guarantees in addition the validity of §7 of Hoffman's paper

for any 99 satisfying condition (U).

Theorem 2. Suppose 99 satisfies condition (U) and 99' e P„,. Then 99' satisfies

condition (U), and if p and p are the representing measures for 99 and y respectively,

then p and p! are mutually bounded absolutely continuous.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 6 in [L], Lumer shows that if p is any repre-

senting measure for 99' then p is boundedly absolutely continuous with respect to

p. Suppose now px and p2 are two representing measures for 99'. Choose non-

negative real functions hx, h2 eLx(p) with dpj = hj dp. Then g = hx — h2 eL1(p) and

feA^-$fgdp = 0. Since g is real-valued, fe A + A^-¡fgdp=0. By Theorem 6.7

of [H], g=0a.e.(p), so px = p2.    U

3. A derivation of A at 99 is a linear functional D on A satisfying the usual

product rule for derivatives: D(fg) = D(f)-cp(g)+<p(f)-D(g). The existence of a

nonzero derivation at 99 is equivalent to A^A2. [Note: If /is an ideal in A, In is

the ideal generated by products fx ■ ■ •/„ with /, e I if «S 1, and 7° = ^4; also, 7

denotes the closure of 7] Similarly, the properness of the inclusion A%^A% may

be thought of as signifying a sort of second-derivative phenomenon, etc. In this

same vein, the existence of a nonzero continuous derivation at 99 is equivalent to

A0¥=(Aly, and so on.
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We can now state the main result of this paper.

Theorem 3. Suppose <peMA satisfies condition (U). Then either P„ = {(p}, in

which case A9 = (A2,)' and hence A!P = (A9)~ for all «^1, or there is a homeo-

morphism « of the open unit disc D in the complex plane onto P„, (in the A* metric

topology) such that (D, h) is an analytic disc at <p (i.e., h(0)=<p andf° « is analytic

for allfe A, where fis the G elf and transform off). In the latter case, (A^)~ ¡(A9+1)~

is l-dimensional and (A%)' consists of those fe A for which f° h vanishes at 0 to

order at least «, for each «SO.

The description of 7«, as either a point or a disc is of course contained in the

papers of Hoffman and of Lumer. Our contribution is the description of the ideals

(A*)- for «£2.

Theorem 3 is proved in the next section. In that section <p will denote a multi-

plicative linear functional satisfying condition (U) and p will denote its representing

measure. Many of the arguments will look familiar, a point about which we shall

make more comment later.

4. We begin with a mild variant of a standard result from the Dirichlet-log-

modular theory [W2, Lemma 5].

Lemma 4. Suppose I is an ideal of A,fe Lco(p), and flies in the L2(p) closure of I.

Then we can find a sequence {/,} in I such that

ll/.ll =sup{\fn(x)\ :xeX}S ||/||.

andfn-^fa.e. (p.).

Proof. The proof is actually the same as Wermer's. One uses Theorem 1 instead

of the Dirichlet property at a key point, and observes that if Wermer's fn are in I,

so are his «v. Glicksberg has also observed that this generalization holds [G,

remark after Theorem 2.1].

Briefly, assume (as we may) that ||/||00 = 1 and let {kn} be a sequence in I with

\\f—kn\\2 -*■ 0. Define un= -Log+ |An| e CB(X). One shows that J" un dp -> 0. Use

Theorem 1 to pick gne A with Re(gn)Sun, \m<p(gn) = 0, and Re<p(gn)> ¡ un dp

— I ¡n. Then ||exp (g„)|| S 1 and <p(exp (gn)) ->■ 1, from which one shows that

exp (gn) -> 1 in 720). Setting fn = kn exp (gn) e I, it follows that /„ -+f in L\p).

Since ||/„|| S 1, a subsequence of {/„} satisfies the conclusion of the lemma.    □

Lemma 5. Suppose L e (A%Y for a positive integer n, i.e., L is a continuous linear

functional on A which annihilates A%. Let X be a complex measure representing L

and let X = Xa + Xsbe its Lebesgue decomposition with respect to p. Then Xa represents

L, i.e., Xs annihilates A.

Proof. We use induction on «. The case «=1 is the F. and M. Riesz theorem

[H, Theorem 6.5]. Suppose A> 1 and we know the lemma for lSn<N. Let

7 g (Ay)1 have the complex representing measure A.
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Letge A^'1 and define Lx e A% by Lx(f)=L(fg). If dXx=g dX then Xx represents

Lx, so the case « = 1 tells us that (Xx)s annihilates A, i.e.,feA=>$fg dXs= $fd(Xx)s

=0. Taking/= 1 we obtain J g dXs = 0.

Thus Xs annihilates A^'1, so by our induction assumption AS=(AS)S annihilates

A.    D

Remark. A rather different and in some ways more satisfactory route to

Lemma 5 is available. Ahern [A] has observed that, in considerably more generality

than we need here, the F. and M. Riesz theorem can be made to follow from a

lemma patterned after a theorem of Forelli [F, Theorem 1]. Glicksberg [G] has

carried out this program in a form quite convenient for us : his proof of the F. and

M. Riesz theorem [G, Theorem 1.1] from a Forelli-type lemma [G, Lemma 1.2]

can be trivially modified to give our Lemma 5 for all n simultaneously.

We have instead used the proof above for two reasons. First, Hoffman's paper

[H] is our basic text, and our proof seems to be the quickest route from Hoffman's

paper to Lemma 5. Second, this (admittedly trivial) proof is evidently applicable

to a perhaps much larger class of situations : we have a projection À -> Xs satisfying

certain conditions (the conclusion of the F. and M. Riesz theorem) relative to an

algebra A and an ideal /, and we draw the same conclusion for the ideals /"; it is

possible to reformulate the entire affair in purely algebraic terms, and conclude

that if a certain kind of projection "satisfies an F. and M. Riesz theorem" with

respect to a suitable algebra A and ideal /, then it also "satisfies an F. and M.

Riesz theorem" with respect to A and /".

Hp(p) denotes the closure of A in Lp(fi), lúp<oo, and Hco(p) = H2(p) n Lm(p).

Lemma 4 and bounded convergence show that Hx(p) consists of the a.e. (p)

pointwise limits of bounded sequences in A, hence is a Banach algebra when

endowed with a.e. (p) pointwise operations and the 7°° norm. Let H^(p)

= {feHp(p) : ¡fdp = 0}, l^/>^co. In particular, if l<.p<cc, then Hp(p) is the

Lp closure of Av.

99' e P„ has a unique representing measure p, and p and p are mutually boundedly

absolutely continuous. Thus the spaces Lp(p) and Lp(p') are identical as function

spaces, as are Hp(p) and Hp(p'), l^p^oo, and the respective pairs of norms are

equivalent.

For each feV-(p) we can therefore define a function/on P„ by f(<p') = ¡fdp.

Clearly this agrees with the usual notion of f\Pv if fe A. Further, f->f(<p') is a

bounded linear functional on L1^) (hence on Lv(p), líkpú&>) for each 99' eP».

Lemma 6 (see [H, Theorem 5.1]). f->f(<p') is multiplicative on H2(p) for each

</>' ePv, in the sense that iff, g g H2(p) then fg e W(p) and (JgT(<p')=f(9) ■£(?')■

In particular, f->/(<p') is multiplicative on Hx(p).

Lemma 1. If Le (A%)L for a positive integer «, 7 extends to Lx e Lx(p)* in such

a way that \\LX\\ = \\L\\, Lx annihilates (H™(p))n, andLx is weakly continuous, i.e.,

;/{/} is a bounded sequence in Lx(p) andfi -> g a.e. (p) then 7X(/) -> Lx(g).
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Proof. Select À a complex measure representing 7 such that || A|| = ||L||. Lemma 5

shows that dX = hdp for some heL}(p). Lemma 4 then can be used to see that

L1(/) = J/7Awilldo.    D

Theorem 8. Suppose P9 =£{?}. Then there is a homeomorphism « of the open unit

disc D onto P9 (in the A* metric topology) such that (D, h) is an analytic disc at <p.

If hx and «2 are two such functions then «r1 ° «2 is an analytic homeomorphism of

D onto itself. Any such function « satisfies :

(a) /o « is analytic for eachfe H2(p).

(b) If Le (A9)L for a positive integer n and Lx is the extension of L to L™(p)

guaranteed by Lemma 7, then Lx\H°°(jjL)has the form Lx(f)=22 - o ak(dkjdzk)(f° h)(0)

for appropriate constants a0,..., an_x.

Proof. Theorems 7.6 and 7.4 of [H] imply the existence of a ZeH9(p) with

the following properties :

(i) \Z\ = l a.e. (p).

(ii) Z maps P9 (in the A* metric topology) homeomorphically onto D.

(iii) The function f-2%=0(} Zkfdp.)Zk is in Zm + 1H2(p) whenever fe H2(p)

and m is a nonnegative integer.

(iv) 9'eP9,fe H2(p)=>A<p') = I?=o (\Zkfdp)Z(<p')k.

Then h = (Z\P9)~l satisfies everything except (b), and we now verify (b). Define

ak=Lx(Zk)\k\ for OSkSn-l. Then ak(dk\dzk)(f ° «)(0) = (f Zkfdp)Lx(Zk) for

feH2(p). If feHœ(p) then (i) and (iii) show that f-TkZ0($Zkfdp)Zk is in

ZnHx(p)^(H^(jf)Y, so LAj-^lzl (\Zkf dp)Zk)=0 and therefore

Lx(f) = 2 ( \zkfdp\Lx(Zk) = 2 ak(dk/dzk)(fo h)(0).

This proves (b).

Now let «' be a second function mapping D homeomorphically and analytically

onto P9. Then «_1 ° «' is a homeomorphism of D onto itself. Lemma 4 permits us

to find a bounded sequence {/} in A such that/^-Z a.e. (p.). Then f¡\P9 ->■ Z

pointwise, so/ o h' -+Z ° «' pointwise. Since/ o «' is analytic by hypothesis, so is

Z o «'=«_1 o h'. Thus h'1 ° h' is a diffeomorphism. This also implies that (a) and

(b) hold for «', completing the proof.    □

Proposition 9. Let Z be as in Theorem 8, h = (Z\P9)~1, n a positive integer.

Define L on A by L(f) = (dn-1¡dzn-1)(fo h)(0). Then L e (An9Y, but L $ (A^Y-

Proof. Using the Cauchy integral representation for derivatives, |7(/)|

S(n-l)l\\f\\, so 7e,4*. feA9^f=f-(jzjdp)Z°^feZH^(p) by (iii), so
fe A9^f=Zng where g e Hœ(p). Therefore (f ° h)(z) = zn-(g ° h)(z) where g ° « is

analytic on D, so 7(/)=0. Therefore 7 g (A^)1.

On the other hand, Lemma 4 enables us to select a bounded sequence {/} in A0

such that / -¥ Z a.e. (p). Then f,\P9 ->■ Z pointwise, so /■ ° « -> Z ° « pointwise. It

follows that 7C/71-1) -> («- 1)! while/"-x g ̂ S"1. Thus 7 ^ (^S"1)1-    D
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Theorem 8 and Proposition 9 prove that portion of Theorem 3 dealing with the

case P«,jí{<p}. The case PiP = {<p} will now be covered by showing that if AV^(A%)~

then there is a nontrivial analytic disc at 99.

Let V denote the closure in L2(p) of A2. Clearly V<= H2(p).

Lemma 10. A^(A%)~^>H2(p)^V.

Proof. Select/o in A0 but not in (A%)~. Then/0 e H2(p).

We can find 7 e (A%y such that L(f0)=£0. Suppose/, e V. By Lemma 4 we can

select a bounded sequence {/} in A2 such that / ->/0 a.e. (p). On the one hand

L(fj)=0. On the other hand, Lemma 7 implies that 7 is weakly continuous, hence

L(fj) -> 7(/0)/0, a contradiction. Thus/, $V.    D

Theorem 11. If A0^(A2)~ there exists G e H£(p) satisfying

(i) |G| = lo.e.i».
(ii) G spans H%(p) n Vs-.

(iii) GH2(p) = H2(p).

Proof. This will be a familar invariant subspace argument, and will really be

the proof of the following more general theorem (see, e.g., [SW, Theorem 3.1]):

If M is a singly invariant closed subspace of L2(p) (i.e., the closed linear span of

Aq,M is a proper subspace of M) then M= GH2(p) where |C7| = 1 a.e. (p).

By Lemma 10 we can select G e H2(p) n V1 such that ||<J|[2= 1. We show that

(i), (ii) and (iii) hold.

fe A. ^GfeV^ Gf± G => jf\G\2 dp = 0.

Thus \G\2 dp represents 99, so uniqueness of p gives (i).

If (ii) is false we can find orthonormal Gx, G2 e H2(p) n V1. Let (ax, a2) be a

pair of complex constants such that | ax \2 + \ a2 \2 = 1. Then axGx + a2G2e H2(p) r\VL

and \\axGx + a2G2\\2 = l, so again |a1C71-l-a2C72| = 1 a.e. (p.). It is easily seen that this

cannot hold simultaneously for all such pairs (ax, a2). Therefore (ii) must be true.

In view of (i) and Lemma 6, GH2(p) is a closed subspace of H2(p). Suppose

g e H2(p) n (GH2(p))L. Then fe A=>Gfe GH2(p)=>Gf±g=>j fGg dp = 0. On the

other hand,/E^„^7gE V^fg_|_ G=>jfGg dp = 0. Thus Gg dp annihilates A + A„

= A + A, so by Theorem 6.7 of [H] C7g=0 a.e. (p). Because of (i), g=0 a.e. (p).

Thus (iii) holds.    □

Lemma 12. Suppose A„^(A2)~ and G is as in Theorem 11. Then whenever

fe H2(p) and « is a nonnegative integer, we have gn e Gn + 1H2(p) where

*•-/- Z(JGkfdp)G«.

Proof. Induction on «.    Q

With hypotheses as in Lemma 12, for each ze D define a linear functional z on
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L2(p.) by z(f) = 2n=o(¡Gnfdp)zn. z is bounded (with norm at most (l-|z|)_1)

and for each feL2(p) the function z -*■ z(f) is analytic on D.

Theorem 13. The map z^-z\A is a nontrivial (in fact 1-1) analytic disc at <p.

In particular, A9 ̂  (A2,)~ =>P9 ̂ {<p}.

Proof. Using Lemma 12 it is easy to see that z is multiplicative on TT "(/*), hence

on A ; since also z(l)= 1, z\A e MA. Clearly the map is "analytic", and Theorem 11

leads to 0\A=<p. Thus z->z\A is an analytic disc at <p. Finally, select a sequence

{fi}ŒA such that/ -> G in L2(p). Then for each z e D, z(f¡) ->■ z(G)=z. Thus the

map is 1-1.    □

Remark. Lemma 12 and Theorem 13 are essentially the argument used by

Wermer in [W] and repeated by Hoffman in [H] to put a disc in MA. Theorem 13

completes the proof of Theorem 3.

5. In this section we use our characterization of the ideal (A9)' to see how

certain behavior on X of functions in A can imply their belonging or at least being

close to (A9)~. Until further notice, we do not assume y satisfies condition (U).

If 9 g MA, a Jensen measure for <p on X is a measure p of a total mass 1 such that

the "Jensen inequality" log |<p(/)|^ flog |/| dp holds for allfeA. Such a p is

easily seen to be an Arens-Singer measure for q> (i.e., log \<p(f)\ = J log |/| dp for

all invertible fe A) and therefore a representing measure for q> (since Re (A)

<=log \A _11). Bishop has shown [B] that <p always has a Jensen measure on X.

Lemma 14. Suppose p is a Jensen measure for <p and E is a Borel set in X such that

p(E) > 0. Suppose {/} is a sequence in A and g e 71(/x) is such that \fi\Sg a.e. (p.),

and suppose / -* 0 pointwise on E. Then c?(/) -> 0.

Proof. If e > 0 is given, select 8 > 0 so small that (log (e) - jg dp)/ log (8) < p(E)

and S<1. If Ej={xeE: \f(x)\<8} we can find 7 so large that j^J^p(E¡)

> (log (e) - j g 40/log (S). Then

j ä 7 => log |<p(/)l S Jlog l/l dp

=  Í   log l/l dp+ f        log l/l dp
Je, Jx-Ej

S P(E,) log (8) + jg dp <log(£),

SO \<p(fi)\<e.     D

Lemma 15. Let U and V be open subsets of the complex plane with respective

coordinates u and v. Let r : U -> V be analytic. Then for 1 S k < oo and ISlSk, there

exist polynomials QkX in k variables xx,..., xk such that whenever fis an analytic

function on V, we have

(/o t)<» =  2  QKl(r'(u), ..., r<kKu))f'Xr(u)),     1  S k < oo.
1 = 1

Proof. Induction on k.    □
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If {Ta} is a family of subspaces of A, a sequence {/} in A will be said to converge

to {Ta}, written / -> {Ta}, if lim, (sup„inf {||/-g|| :geTa})=0. An easy appli-

cation of the Hahn-Banach theorem shows that this is equivalent to the following :

if S is the closed unit ball in A*, then f -> 0 uniformly on (Ja (S n T¿) where f

is interpreted as being in A**.

Theorem 16. Suppose <p satisfies condition (U) and p is a representing measure

for 99. Suppose E is a Borel set in X and p(E) > 0. Suppose {/} is a bounded sequence

in A such that fj -> 0 pointwise on E. Then for each positive integer «,

ft-*{A%.:<p'eF}

where F is any metrically compact subset of P9.

Proof. Let 99' eP„ have representing measure p. By Theorem 2 99' satisfies

condition (U) and since 99' has a Jensen measure on X, p must be that Jensen

measure. Lemma 14 then implies that <p'(f,) -* 0. Thus/, '-*■ 0 pointwise on P».

If 7«,={99} then Theorem 3 says (A^y =AV and we are done.

AssumeP«,^{99}and letZbe as in Theorem 8, h = (Z\P<cyí. {fj o «} is abounded

sequence of analytic functions on D such that f} ° « -> 0 pointwise, hence for every

nonnegative integer ¿, (/, o h)m -*■ 0 uniformly on any compact subset of D.

We must show that / -*■ 0 uniformly on (J {S n (A%Y : 99' e F}. We will

accomplish this by finding a sequence of positive constants {ck} such that L e

S n (AIY for some 99' e Fimplies |7(/y)| £lT-\ c*\\Vi ° h)w\Z(F)\\. Since Z(F) is

a compact subset of T>, (/,- ° «)(ic) -> 0 uniformly on Z(F), and the theorem will be

proved. We define the ck inductively by c0 = l and cfc = (l/¿!) + 2s=o cj(k — s)\ for

¿>0.

Suppose 99' e F. Let Z' be constructed for 99' as in Theorem 8 and set «' =

(Z'lPs,)-1. Define an analytic function r=Z°h' : D^-D. ((a) in Theorem 8

shows that r is indeed analytic.)

Let Le S C\ (A%.)L be given and let Lx be the extension of L guaranteed by

Lemma 7. By Theorem 8 71|//a,(JLt) has the form L1(f) = I*-oak(J" h')<-k)(0).

Lemma 15 then implies that Li177"O) has theform7!(/) = 2fcrJ bk(f° h)m(Z(<p')).

We will be done if \bk\ ̂  ck for all ¿. This we show by induction on ¿.

Observe that \Lx(Zk)\ <, \\LX\\ = \\L\\ S 1 for all ¿^0. Applied to the case ¿=0

this gives |é0|^l = c0.

Suppose 1 ̂  K^ n -1 and \bk\ Ú ck for 0 ̂  k < K. Then

1 ^ \LX(ZK)\

n-l

2 bs(zK » hy\z(9'))

% Klbs(Z(<p')y-1(K-s)l

= K\
K-21

• 0
bK+ 2 ès(Z(ç9'))K-s/(^-i)!
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so that

ijr-i K-i

I4rl*¿ + % b¿Z(<p')ys¡(K-s)\   S ¿,+ 2 <V«*H)! = c*.   D
s = 0 •"■•        s = 0

Corollary 17. Let <p, p and E be as in Theorem 16. Suppose fe A and f\E=0.

Then

feÇ\{(A%)- :<p'eP9,l S n < co}.
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